Arturo Fuente Don Carlos Eye of The Shark No. 2
Medium/Full Flavor

$45

Landing the #1 Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 2017, the original Don
Carlos cigar (which was released in 1976), but altered a bit for this particular
release. If you want to know exactly what makes the Eye of the Shark different
from the regular Don Carlos line, you’re going to have to use your imagination.
The Fuentes are quite guarded as to the particulars of the blend. It’s enough to
know that the wrapper is from Cameroon and the interior tobaccos are well aged
and grown in the Dominican Republic, which is the basic recipe for most Don
Carlos cigars.

Padron Serie 1926 No. 2 (Natural)
Medium Flavor

$45

Landing the #2 Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 2017, Padron 1926 Series
No. 2 Natural Torpedo cigars are carefully crafted by the most skilled cigar-rollers
using tobacco aged for at least 5 years. These special strains of tobaccos are
blended masterfully to create exceptional smoothness, complexity, and balance.
With the individually numbered guarantee label that is applied to each and every
Padron 1926 cigar, those who get to partake are assured a great but smoking
experience.

Davidoff Wintson Churchill Commander
Medium Flavor

$45

There is only one Winston Churchill and there is only one cigar worthy to bear his
name: the exceptional new blend Winston Churchill Toro Habano by Davidoff fits
that title now. With its complex pairing of Nicaraguan and Dominican fillers
carefully wrapped in a delicious Ecuadorian Habano wrapper, and a medium to
full body, this blend is as complex as the man himself.

Fortuna Pyramid Extra by TABAC Trading Co.
Medium Flavor

$27

The Fortuna Pyramids Extra is a complex and delicate medium Torpedo, 6'3”
(160mm) long, of 54 ring gauge. It is one of the newest vitolas in the most
exclusive line of the most prestigious TABAC brand, which was released in 2016
as regular production. The Fortuna blend kicks off with sweet, fruity flavors and a
touch of cinnamon, which gives it a spicy but sweet finish. The body is medium
and the finish is long. The flavors start to enhance as you smoke through the first
half. Earthy flavors now cover the initial sweetness, with some nutmeg also
joining in.
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Blend #18 by TABAC Trading Co.
Medium/Full Flavor

$27

Presented in February 2016 by TABAC Trading Co, this 54 is the perfect
finishing touch to the TABAC Trading Co. range. Its Colorado wrapper is silky
smooth to the touch. It is pleasant on the lips, the draw is precise and the first
curls have a hint of roasted coffee and cedar notes. The sweetness of this
Havana inspired cigar is surprising, its roasted almond flavors combining
harmoniously with touches of vanilla. A spicier aromatic taste emerges at the
finish. This magnificent cigar provides a beautiful aromatic experience.

DCH - Double Claro Habano by TABAC Trading Co.
Medium Flavor

$27

Unique is the word for this masterpiece innovation. Double footed, and pre cut,
so all you have to do is pick the side you want to smoke from and light. Too
complex to describe in full here, but of you prefer a sweetness on the palate
smoke from the candela side first, if you prefer spice on the palate smoke from
the habano side first. Then sit back and allow it to open up and dazzle your
senses.

RomaCraft Tobak WanderLust Toro
Full/Ultra Full Flavor

$27

This is the Unicorn if there was a cigar. Manufactured in Esteli, Nicaragua under
supervision of Skip Martin, this cigar is distributed only in Germany. Only two US
retialers have been given the unofficial wink to carry this cigar. The wrapper is
beautiful, dark, oily and with some tooth, the triple cap is one of the most
beautiful I have seen and the construction feels flawless. The aroma is a deep,
characterful manure aroma, medium strong. For those that wonder what the
name is about, its a mix between the german “wunder” what means wonder and
wanderlust.

My Father 1922 Le Bijou Torpedo
Full Flavor

$27

Landing the #1 Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 2015, My Father Bijou 1922
Torpedo Box Pressed (6 1/8" x 52) is another knock-out cigar by the cigar
geniuses at the My Father Factory in Nicaragua. "Bijou" means "jewel" in French,
which is a fitting name for this stellar cigar. So good, in fact, that Cigar Aficionado
just announced it as the 2015 Cigar of the Year with an incredible 97 Rating! The
tasty blend is formed with Nicaraguan long fillers and an Ecuadorian Habano
Osucuro wrapper - another memorable blend from the Pepin Garcia family.
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My Father The Judge Toro
Medium/Full Flavor

$27

Landing the #7 Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 2017, My Father "The
Judge" Sumatra Toro Gordo (6" x 56). This medium to full body blend is rolled by
hand in Nicaragua using bold Nicaraguan long fillers and binders that are
delicately wrapped in a Sumatra wrapper. If you haven't yet tried a cigar from the
My Father factory, this is a great one to try.

Montecristo Espada Habano Guard
Medium Flavor

$27

Landing the #20 Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 2015, Tabacalera de
Garcia's Grupo de Maestros, cigar masters doing what they love, joined forces
with the Plasencia family to honor the most revered brand in the world:
Montecristo. The Montecristo Espada Guard, the first 100% Nicaraguan
Montecristo, is hand-crafted with perfectly aged vintage tobaccos grown and
masterfully crafted by a revered group of master blenders. A Jalapa Vintage
2010 wrapper perfectly dresses a Habano blend of Jalapa Seco Vintage 2008,
Jalapa Viso Ometepe Vintage 2008 and Condega Ligero Vintage 2008. This
cigar will satisfy the most critical smokers.

Avo Syncro Fogata Toro
Full Flavor

$27

Special Toro is a spectacular ultra-premium Nicaraguan cigar that comes
dressed in a most stunning Habano 2000 wrapper. The binder is San Andres
Negro, and the filler consists of tobaccos from Estelí and Condega as well as
specially aged tobaccos from the Dominican Republic. The result is a cigar that
delivers a powerfully bold, yet incredibly refined medley of full body flavors. A
fusion of coffee, leather, and earth notes mingle in perfect harmony with a deep
spicy core and a sweet honey-like aroma.

Sobremesa Elegante en Cedros
Medium-Full Flavor

$20

Sobremesa’s filler is blended with United States Broadleaf and choice tobaccos
harvested from select Nicaraguan growing regions. The rich Mexican binder is
cloaked by a seamless Ecuadorian Habano Rosado wrapper, which glistens with
oils extracted during fermentation. This masterpiece flaunts an immaculate triple
cap, silky-smooth textures and zesty, savory aromas. Connoisseurs will detect
notes of cinnamon, peppery spice, caramel, toasted almond and charred earth
accompanied by floral undertones. Sobremesa is a remarkable cigar that will be
the highlight of any humidor it is placed in.
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Illusione CG4 White Horse
Ultra-Full Flavor

$20

The highest rated cigar in the Illusione portfolio CG4 White House is a work of
pure genius. The fillers are a bold blend of all Nicaraguan tobaccos consisting of
Corojo, Criollo and ligero from two regions with a Colorado Rosado wrapper on
the surface. Their cigar has some serious chew, a fair amount of spice, and
notes of earth and coffee.

Nat Sherman Metropolitan Habano
Medium Flavor

$20

Ultra Premium Nat Sherman Metropolitan Toro Habano cigars offer a little taste
of Havana with every puff. Featuring a classic Dominican Piloto Cubano
tobacco recipe, you will experience a creamy smooth cigar with a deep woodsy
core punctuated with mellow to medium body notes of leather, sweet spice, and
coffee.

Tatuaje Verocu Havana VI Torpedo
Medium Flavor

$20

Landing the #25 Cigar of the Year by Cigar Aficionado 2014, Tatuaje Verocu
Havana VI are hand-rolled in Estelí, Nicaragua with Cuban-seed filler tobaccos
and a silky Ecuador Habano wrapper that is gleaming with oil. A bit mellower
than other Tatuaje creations this medium body gem will appeal to newcomers,
while having more than enough complexity to sooth the veteran smoker. And,
with perfectly balanced notes of earth, dark tobacco sweetness, and a touch of
pepper.

Crowned Heads Four Kicks Torpedo
Medium-Full Flavor

$20

The song “Four Kicks” by Kings of Leon spoke to co-founder, Jon Huber, giving
him a sense of rebellious vigor and added determination to prevail in his new
journey. Hand-rolled in the Dominican Republic at Tabacalera La Alianza, this
stogie has a unique, medium to full-body. Four Kicks uses a Nicaraguan binder
and long-leaf filler, which is cloaked in an Ecuadorian Habano wrapper. The
flavors of the mineral rich Nicaraguan soil and the spicy Ecuadorian wrapper
intertwine for a well-balanced cigar. Floral aromas dance with citrus notes on the
taste buds, while cocoa and earthy notes subtly fade in and out during this
smoke.
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Maya Selva Flor de Selva Toro
Medium Flavor

$20

Flor de Selva by Maya Selva is a medium bodied long filler cigar handmade in
Honduras. A Honduran puro, its Connecticut Shade wrapper is grown in
Honduras, with binder and filler also from Honduras (binder from Jamastran,
fillers are Viso Jamastran and LIgero Azacualpa) . Made in the San Judas Tadeo
factory in Danli, Honduras, the taste profile is woody, with a touch of cedar and
dried fruit.

Daniel Marshal 24k Gold Torpedo
Medium Flavor

$300

Ok, simply put....this cigar ain't cheap. Why’s that, you say? Because Daniel
Marshall DM2 Gold Torpedos come wrapped in up to 25 individual 24 karat gold
leaves from Italy’s premier gold supplier. No kidding. It's physically encased in a
layer of GOLD!
Besides just being eye-catching, this handmade boasts real substance, including
a 5-year-aged Nicaraguan Habano wrapper and a well-chosen mix of Nicaraguan
long-leaf filler from Jalapa. It comes in a 6.2”x54 figurado shape, and oh yeah,
there’s that gold you get to burn. Since gold combusts at higher temperature than
tobacco leaves, you don’t have to worry for one second about lighting it up. Plus,
you can even keep the gold ash when you’re finished and show it off to your
friends. It’s better than a trip to the chocolate factory, and that’s saying a lot.

Café Crème Blue Cigarillos (20 ct)
Mild/Medium

$30

Cafe Creme Cigarillos are a fantastic blend of premium tobacco rolled into a
short smoke. The Cafe Creme Cigarrillos feature dry cured tobacco and smooth
flavorful wrappers that offer exquisite aromas and tastes. Launched in 1883, by
the Scandinavian Tobacco Group, the Cafe Crème Cigarillos are a perfect choice
if you're short on time and can't light up your favorite cigar. Packaged in luxurious
metal tins, these cigarillos offer something for everyone and then some. Smooth,
aromatic, and flavorful, the Cafe crème Cigarillos will not disappoint.

Davidoff Winston Churchill Petite Pantellas (5 Pack)
Medium Flavor

$60

Expertly constructed in the Dominican, the Davidoff Winston Churchill Petit
Panetela, is a delicious tribute to the famous wartime leader of Great Britain. This
thin smoke features a beautiful Ecuador Habano wrapper, a Pelo De Oro Visus
Pervian binder, and a blend of Nicaraguan and Dominican filler tobaccos. These
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beauties are sold in tins of five, featuring the silhouette of the great British
Statesman on the front, and on each band.

Cigarettes
Dunhill Menthol Cigarette
Full Flavor

$25

Made with a special blend of non-chemical treated tobacco for a minty taste.

Domestic Cigarettes
Marlboro Red Marlboro Gold Parliament Blue
Full Flavor
Mild Flavor
Mild Flavor

$20

Accessories
Colibri SV Cutter
Black/Rose/Stainless

$85

ST. Dupon Mini Jet
Black/Whte

$130

Henry Clay Mints

$7

Note: The costs include all OTP and Sales Tax.
Boxes are available upon request. Please email us directly.
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